Transfer factors as immunotherapy and supplement of chemotherapy in experimental pulmonary tuberculosis
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SUMMARY
Problems of logistics, compliance and drug resistance point to an urgent need for immunotherapeutic strategies capable of shortening the current six month antibiotic regimens used to treat tuberculosis. One potential immunotherapeutic agent is transfer factors. Transfer factors (TF) are low molecular weight dialysable products from immune cells which transmit the ability to express delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH) and cell mediated immunity from sensitized donors to nonimmune recipients. In this study we determined the efficiency of TF as immunotherapy to treat experimental tuberculosis. When BALB/c mice are infected via the trachea with Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv there is an initial phase of partial resistance dominated by Th-1 type cytokines plus tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα) and the inducible isoform of nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), followed by a phase of progressive disease characterized by increasing expression of IL-4, diminished expression of TNFα and iNOS, and low DTH. Animals in this late progressive phase of the disease (day 60) were treated with different doses of TF (one injection per week) obtained from spleen cells when the peak of immune protection in this animal model is reached (day 21), or with different doses of TF from peripheral leucocytes of PPD + healthy subjects. We show here that the treatment with murine or human TF restored the expression of Th-1 cytokines, TNFα and iNOS provoking inhibition of bacterial proliferation and significant increase of DTH and survival. This beneficial effect was dose dependent. Interestingly, murine TF in combination with conventional chemotherapy had a synergistic effect producing significant faster elimination of lung bacteria loads than chemotherapy alone.
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INTRODUCTION
Transfer factors (TF) or leucocyte dialysates are low molecular weight dialysable products from immune cells that are able to transmit the ability to express delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH) and cell mediated immunity (CMI) from sensitized donors to nonimmune recipients [1]. At present, neither the precise chemical nature nor the exact molecular mechanisms of action of TF have been defined. However, several studies have shown that TF are low molecular weight proteins (<5 kD) that can be purified to a high degree of homogeneity [2]. TF have high levels of tyrosine and glycine with a great similarity to the N-terminal regions of some neuropeptides, such as those of the encephalin family [3]. In general, all TF tested are very efficient factors to correct or enhance CMI responses, and are antigen-specific [2,4].

Since their discovery by Sherwood Lawrence, almost 50 years ago [1], the therapeutic and prophylactic applications have been the most important and interesting aspects of TF [4]. In fact, TF have been demonstrated to be very effective in those diseases in which CMI plays a relevant role in protection and control of the disease, such as viral infections (herpes simplex, varicella zoster), intracellular bacterial diseases (tuberculosis, leprosy) and parasite infections (leishmaniasis, toxoplasmosis) [5–9], as well as in primary immunodeficiencies (chronic granulomatosis, Wiskott Aldrich syndrome) [10] and some types of cancer [11].

Tuberculous infection is mainly controlled by CMI [12]. Th1 type cytokines like interferon gamma (IFNγ) and proinflammatory cytokines like tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNFα) have a central role in this process, by inducing macrophage activation and nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) expression. The nitric oxide
(NO) produced is essential – at least for mice – to kill intracellular mycobacteria [13,14]. This protective activity fails if there is a marked release of Th2 type cytokines [15,16]. This interplay of immune cells and cytokines is clearly depicted in a BALB/c model of pulmonary tuberculosis following intratracheal inoculation [17–19]. In this model, an initial phase is dominated by high production of Th1 cell cytokines that together with high levels of TNFα and iNOS, temporarily controls the infection. Granulomas develop in this phase. One month after infection the expression of Th1 cell cytokines, TNFα and iNOS start to decline. This impairment of protective CMI during late tuberculosis infection is manifested by low DTH against mycobacterial antigens [20], and progressive pneumonia which prevails over granulomas. Pneumonia, in coexistence with high burden of bacteria, causes death [17,18].

Despite the fact that efficient chemotherapy was established many years ago, tuberculosis remains an expanding global health crisis, causing three million deaths and eight million new cases annually [21]. One of the main reasons for the current failure to control tuberculosis is that, even using the best chemotherapy regimen, treatment must be continued for at least six months. This treatment regimen is not a realistic proposition in most developing countries, because patients feel well after a few weeks and stop taking the drugs, provoking disease recurrences and multidrug resistance. One possible alternative to resolve this problem is the design of ultra-short chemotherapy regimens, using conventional antibiotics supplemented with immunotherapy that would provide realistic tuberculosis control particularly in the developing world. In this study, we first used the above-mentioned model of pulmonary tuberculosis to evaluate the immunotherapeutic effect of TF during advanced pulmonary tuberculosis. Secondly, we studied the efficiency of TF to shorten conventional chemotherapy.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Experimental model of progressive pulmonary tuberculosis**

The experimental model of pulmonary tuberculosis has been described previously [17–20]. Briefly, the virulent strain H37Rv of M. tuberculosis was cultured in Proskauer and Beck medium as modified by Youmans. After 1 month of culture, mycobacteria were harvested and adjusted to 2.5 x 10^7 cells in 100 μl of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), aliquoted and maintained at −70°C until they were used. Before use, bacteria were recounted and viability checked as described [22]. Male BALB/c mice at 6–8 weeks of age were anaesthetized with 56 mg/kg of intraperitoneal pentobarbital, the trachea was surgically exposed and 2.5 x 10^7 viable bacteria resuspended in 100 μl of PBS were injected. The incision was then sutured with sterile silk. Infected mice were maintained in cages fitted with microisolators connected to negative pressure. All procedures were performed in a laminar flow cabinet in a biosafety level III facility. The protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee for Experimentation in Animals of the National Institute of Medical Sciences and Nutrition in Mexico.

**Preparation of transfer factors (TF)**

Specific murine TF were obtained from tuberculous BALB/c mice after 21 days of intratracheal infection. We have previously shown that this is the time when pulmonary granulomas reach maturation and the peak of protection is highest [17,18]. Ten infected mice were sacrificed and their spleens were aseptically removed. Single cell suspensions from the spleens were disrupted by 10 cycles of freezing and thawing (78°C and 37°C). The lysate was dialysed against water using a Spectra/Por® dialysis membrane (Spectrum Laboratories Inc, Rancho Dgz., CA, USA) with a nominal ‘cut-off’ of 12 kDa. Then, the dialysates were mixed with 4.8% glycine and 2.4% sucrose as cryoprotectors. We considered one unit of murine specific TF (mTF) as the dialysate obtained from 1 x 10^9 spleen cells from mice intratracheally infected 21 days before. In order to check the antigen specificity of TF, we treated tuberculous mice with TF obtained from spleens of mice after 3 weeks of intraperitoneal infection with Listeria monocytogenes (1 x 10^8) using the same procedure described above.

Specific human TF (hTF) was elaborated from packed blood peripheral leucocytes obtained from PPD + healthy donors following the same procedure described above. One unit of human TF is the dialysate obtained from 5 x 10^6 cells. Human and murine TF were checked for mycobacterial products by western blotting using commercial polyclonal antibodies against BCG (Dako).

**Determining the efficiency and the best dose of TF**

At 60 days postinfection, surviving mice were randomly allotted to six experimental groups to determine the effect, specificity, and dose efficiency of TF from human peripheral blood leucocytes and murine spleen cells. Groups of 20 tuberculous mice were treated with hTF at doses of 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001 U. Other groups with the same number of tuberculous mice were treated with mTF at doses of 1 and 0.1 U. The control group received only the cryoprotector solution. The corresponding dose of mTF was administered subcutaneously in a total volume of 100 μl, three doses the first week, then one dose per week. Groups of 10 mice per group were killed by exsanguination under terminal anaesthesia at 3 and 6 months after TF administration. Ten mice in each group were left undisturbed and their survival was recorded. Two experiments were performed and the data pooled. In order to check TF antigen specificity, another experimental group of tuberculous mice was treated with 0.1 U of TF obtained from mice infected with Listeria.

**Preparation of tissue samples for histopathology and immunohistochemistry**

For histological study, the lungs from four mice per time interval were fixed by intratracheal perfusion with absolute ethanol, embedded in paraffin, sectioned and stained with haematoxylin and eosin [17,18]. In these slides the area of granuloma and the percentage of lung area affected by pneumonia were determined using a Zidas Zeiss image analyser (Carl Zeiss Ltd, Herts, UK). For immunohistochemistry, lung sections were mounted on silane-covered slides, deparaffinized, and the endogenous peroxidase quenched with 0.03% H2O2 in absolute methanol. Lung sections were incubated overnight at room temperature with rabbit-specific polyclonal antibodies against mouse TNFα and IL-1α (Genzyme, Boston, NE, USA) diluted to 1/300 and 1/200 in PBS, respectively. Bound antibodies were detected with goat anti-rabbit IgG labelled with peroxidase (Dako, Carpinteria, CA, USA) and diaminobenzidine. The slides were counterstained with haematoxylin [17–19]. The percentage of positive cells located in pneumatic areas were determined with a computerized image analyser (Owin Leica, Leica imaging systems, Cambridge, UK) as previously described [23]. The negative control consisted of performing the whole procedure using normal rabbit sera or isotype nonrelevant antibody instead of the primary antibody.

were coated with 0.5 \( \mu \)g/ml of monoclonal rat anti-mouse cytokine dissolved in 100 \( \mu l \) of 0.05 M carbonate buffer, pH 9.5, overnight at 4°C. After washing with PBS-Tween 0.05% (PBS-T), wells were blocked with 1% BSA in PBS-T for 2 h at room temperature. Lung homogenate proteins at 0.5 \( \mu g/ml \) concentration resuspended in 100 \( \mu l \) PBS were incubated for 3 h at 37°C. After washing, biotinylated polyclonal rabbit anti-mouse IL-2, IFN or IL-4 at 1 \( \mu g/ml \) in PBS-T were incubated with streptavidin peroxidase diluted 1/1000 in PBS-T for 1 h at room temperature. To reveal the peroxidase, orthophenylenediamine and \( H_2O_2 \) were used.

RT-PCR analysis of cytokines and iNOS in lung homogenates

Four lungs, right or left, were used to isolate RNA from the different mice groups in each sacrifice time point, using Trizol (Gibco BRL, Gaithersburgh, MD, USA) as described previously [17–19]. cDNA was synthesized by using Maloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase (Gibco BRL) and oligo dT priming. The expression of IFN\( \gamma \), IL-4, and iNOS was determined by reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) as described previously [17–19]. The PCR products were electrophoresed on 6% polyacrylamide gels, running molecular weight standards with known DNA mass concentrations (Low DNA mass ladder, Gibco BRL), and analysed with an image analysis densitometer coupled to a computer program (ID image analysis software (Kodak Digital Science, Rochester, NY, USA). To determine the quantity of PCR product for each cytokine in nanograms, the computer program compared the optical densities from the experimental samples with the molecular marker bands for which the DNA content was provided by the manufacturer. The densitometer reading of the glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase PCR product was used to correct for errors in the quantity of starting material.

Quantification of cytokines in lung homogenates by ELISA

The lung homogenates used for RNA purification were also used to quantify cytokines by ELISA [23]. After homogenization and centrifugation, the protein phase was extensively dialysed in sodium dodecylsulphate (SDS), and quantified with Bradford reagent (Bio-Rad) using a bovine serum albumin (BSA) standard curve. To quantify IL-2, IFN\( \gamma \) and IL-4 a capture ELISA using monoclonal antibody pairs and recombinant standards (Pharmingen, CA, USA) was performed. Briefly, 96-well plates were coated with 0.5 \( \mu g/ml \) of monoclonal rat anti-mouse cytokine dissolved in 100 \( \mu l \) of 0.05 M carbonate buffer, pH 9.5, overnight at 4°C. After washing with PBS-Tween 0.05% (PBS-T), wells were blocked with 1% BSA in PBS-T for 2 h at room temperature. Lung homogenate proteins at 0.5 \( \mu g/ml \) concentration resuspended in 100 \( \mu l \) PBS were incubated for 3 h at 37°C. After washing, biotinylated polyclonal rabbit anti-mouse IL-2, IFN or IL-4 at 1 \( \mu g/ml \) in PBS-T were incubated with streptavidin peroxidase diluted 1/1000 in PBS-T for 1 h at room temperature. To reveal the peroxidase, orthophenylenediamine and \( H_2O_2 \) were used.

Measurement of cutaneous delayed type hypersensitivity

Culture filtrate was harvested by filtration from M. tuberculosis H37Rv grown as described above for 4–5 weeks. Then, culture filtrate antigens were precipitated with 45% (v/v) ammonium sulphate, washed and redissolved in PBS. For delayed type hypersensitivity (DTH) measurement, each mouse received an injection of 20 \( \mu g \) of antigen in 40 \( \mu l \) of PBS into the hind footpad. The footpad was measured with an engineer’s micrometer before and 24 h after the antigen injection as previously described [20]. Each data point represents the mean of eight mice, four from each time point and experiment comparing the different groups.

Using TF as supplement in conventional chemotherapy

The experiments designed to study the efficiency and best dose of TF to treat experimental pulmonary tuberculosis showed that 0.1 \( U \) of mTF was highly efficient to control disease progression. Thus, we used this dose of mTF alone or combined with conventional chemotherapy at 60 days postinfection, in order to analyse whether mTF could have any effect on the conventional antibiotic treatment. For this, 60 days after M. tuberculosis infection, surviving mice were randomly allotted to four experimental groups, each with 20 mice. The first group of 20 tuberculous mice was treated with conventional chemotherapy: rifampicin (10 mg/kg), isoniazid (10 mg/kg), and pyrazinamide (30 mg/kg), administered daily through an intragastric cannula, plus 0.1 U of mTF administered subcutaneously once per week. The second group was treated only with the same mTF dose. The third group was treated only with antibiotics. The control group exclusively received the cryopreserving solution. Groups of 10 mice per group were killed by exsanguination under terminal anaesthesia at 7, 15, 21, 30, 60, and 90 days after TF administration. Lungs were used to determine CFU; and the percentage of lung affected by pneumonia was determined by automated morphometry. Two independent experiments were performed and the data pooled.

Statistics

A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare possible differences between the control nontreated group and animals treated with TF, in cytokine gene expression (RT-PCR) and cytokine quantification (ELISA), as well as in lung bacillary loads, delayed type hypersensitivity, the size of granulomas and the percentage of lung affected by pneumonia. A difference of \( P < 0.05 \) was considered significant. CFU data in chemotherapy alone and chemotherapy plus TF treated groups was analysed using the Kruskal–Wallis test, and the Kaplan Meier test was used for the survival curves analysis.

RESULTS

Effect of the administration of murine or human TF on survival, pathology and bacillary load

The efficiency of TF was highly depended on the dose and, in a lesser degree, to its source (murine or human). After 26 weeks of treatment, the best result was observed in animals treated with 0.1 \( U \) of mTF, which showed a significant 95% survival when compared with the control group, which exhibited 100% mortality after 21 weeks (\( P < 0.0001 \)), followed by the dose of 0.0001 of hTF which exhibited 60% survival. Interestingly, the group that received the highest dose of mTF (1 \( U \)) produced 30% survival, whereas the highest human TF dose (0.01 \( U \)) killed all the animals after 16 weeks of treatment, 5 weeks before the control group (Fig.1a). These survival curves correlated with lung histopathology. As shown in Figs 1 and 2, control mice showed 85% ± 10% of lung surface affected by pneumonia at the end of the experiment, whereas animals treated during six months with 0.1 \( U \) of mTF showed a significant (50%) reduction of pulmonary area and a two-fold increment of granuloma size (Fig.1b,c). The highest human TF dose, which induced higher
mortality than the control nontreated group, produced massive pneumonia (95 ± 3% of lung surface) with large areas of necrosis (Fig. 2c).

In comparison with control mice, all the doses of murine or human TF produced a significant decrease of bacillary loads. Tuberculous mice treated during six months with the most efficient dose, 0.1 U of mTF, had a mean of 1 million CFU, whereas control untreated animals had 4-3 millions (Fig. 1d). We also tested disease reactivation in five mice after six month of mTF treatment, by administrating corticosterone in drinking water (1% in saline solution during one month). All these animals suffered disease reactivation (data not shown). Thus, as has been reported after chemotherapy, TF treatment can not completely eliminate mycobacteria.

Tuberculous mice treated with TF obtained from mice infected with L monocytogenes showed 20% lesser CFU and the same percentage of pneumonia than control nontreated mice (data not shown). Thus, slight and nonsignificant improvement of clearing lung bacilli was obtained with nonspecific TF. Western blot analysis for mycobacterial products in murine and human TF did not show any bacterial moieties (data not shown).

The effects of TF administration on cytokine expression and DTH responses

Gene expression and quantification of cytokines was done by RT-PCR and ELISA, respectively. Quantitative automated morphometry was done in mice treated with the best immunothera-

Fig. 1. The effects on survival, pathology and bacilli loads, after three (○) and six (●) months of treatment with different doses of Transfer Factor from spleen mouse (mTF) or human blood (hTF) when used as immunotherapy in mice suffering progressive pulmonary tuberculosis. (a) Survival curves after treatment with different doses of mTF and hTF; control group only received the diluent. (b) The percentage of the lung occupied by pneumonia, and (c) the granuloma size in the selected groups. (d) The comparison of colony-forming units/lung in tuberculous mice treated with the best dose of mTF (0.1 U), hTF (0.0001 U) and control nontreated mice. CFU and morphometry data are from four different animals in each time point in two different experiments. Asterisks represent statistical significance (P < 0.05).
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Fig. 2. Representative lung histopathology and immunohistochemistry from control mice and animals treated with murine Transfer Factor (mTF) or mTF plus antibiotics. (a) Massive pneumonia in the lung of control animal after 6 months of infection. (b) In contrast, the lung of mice after 6 months of mTF treatment (dose 0.1 U) shows milder pneumonia (*) and bigger granulomas (arrow heads). (c) Animals treated with the highest dose of hTF (0.01 U) exhibited extensive pneumonia with large necrotic patches (*). (d) These necrotic patches (*) have numerous macrophages with strong TNFα immunostaining (arrow heads). (e) Small areas of pneumonia (arrow) are seen in tuberculous animals after one month of antibiotic treatment. (F) No pneumonia is seen when infected mice are treated with antibiotics plus mTF for one month, only lymphocyte cuffs around bronchial and vascular walls are apparent (arrow heads).
apeutic regimen (0.1 U mTF, 0.0001 hTF) and in untreated control mice. As we have previously reported, when BALB/c mice are infected intratracheally with M. tuberculosis H37Rv, a progressive phase of the disease is produced after one month postinfection, which is characterized by low expression of IFNγ, IL-2, TNFα, and iNOS, and high IL-4 production [17–19]. This cytokine pattern analysed by RT-PCR (Fig. 3) and ELISA (Fig. 4) was completely reversed when 0.1 U of mTF or 0.0001 U of hTF was administered during six months, together with a significant increment in DTH (Fig. 5). Interestingly, chronic infected mice treated with 0.01 U of hTF, which produced very high mortality and massive pneumonia, exhibited the highest percentage of TNFα immunostained macrophages (14 ± 3%) located in large necrotic patches embedded into the pneumonic areas (Fig. 2d). The lung of mice treated with 0.1 U of mTF showed non-necrotic pneumonia with more TNFα immunostained macrophages (12 ± 2%), than control animals that exhibited larger pneumonic areas with the lowest percentage of TNFα immunostained macrophages.
The effects of TF as supplement of conventional chemotherapy
The experiments described above clearly showed that 0·1 U of mTF was the best dose and source of TF to control the progression of pulmonary tuberculosis. Thus, we chose this to supplement conventional chemotherapy in an effort to shorten the antibiotic treatment. In comparison with control animals (which did not receive any treatment), the antibiotic treatment with rifampicin, isoniazid and pyrazinamide produced a rapid drop of lung bacilli counts, since one week after treatment (10 times lesser CFU than in control mice), and after two months there were no detectable CFU in lung homogenates (Fig. 6a). Interestingly, the fastest clearance of bacteria was produced when chemotherapy was supplemented with mTF. As shown in Fig. 6a, this combined treatment after one week produced 200 times lesser CFU than in control mice and, after three weeks, no bacterial growth was detected in lung homogenates. Thus, administering mTF in addition to conventional chemotherapy from day 60 resulted in significantly accelerated reduction in bacterial counts in the lungs compared to chemotherapy alone (P < 0·05).

Both groups, chemotherapy alone and chemotherapy plus mTF, showed a progressive reduction of pneumatic areas, which was more pronounced in the latter (Figs 2 and 6B). Animals treated only with murine TF experienced a progressively slower decrease of CFU and pneumonia (Fig. 6).

DISCUSSION
Immunity to M. tuberculosis requires a Th-1 pattern of cytokine release, accompanied by expression of TNFα [12]. This response can be compromised by excessive Th-2 activity [12,15,16]. Impairment of CMI is a constant characteristic of patients with advanced pulmonary tuberculosis, which is manifested by low production of IFNγ and TNFα with 35% lower PPD responses or lack of them [24,25]. Correction of these immune defects producing patient benefit is the objective of immunotherapy. Our mouse model of progressive pulmonary tuberculosis is suitable to explore the efficiency of different immunotherapeutic agents. First, it is based on an aerogetic infection, which is the usual route of tuberculosis in humans. Second, the rate of bacterial multiplication in the lungs correlates with the extent of tissue damage (pneumonia) and mortality. Third, the infection is successfully controlled as long as a strong Th1 cell response is sustained [17,18].

Using this model of pulmonary tuberculosis, we demonstrated that the administration of human or murine TF evoked an efficient reconstitution of CMI. Thus, the immunotherapeutic effect is not species specific, although murine TF was more efficient permitting a 95% survival with a significant decrease in lung bacillary loads and tissue damage after six months of treatment. These results using an experimental model of pulmonary tuberculosis, are in agreement with several clinical studies that have reported dramatic benefits in patients treated with TF suffering cutaneous tuberculosis (lupus vulgaris) [4], pulmonary tuberculosis refractory to all antibiotics [26], tuberculous osteomyelitis [27], and infections by Mycobacterium fortuitum or Mycobacterium xenopi [8,28]. Our results extend these clinical observations, showing that TF treatment induced a significant production of IFNγ, IL-2, and iNOS concomitantly with a significant decrease in IL-4 expression. These immune protective profile of cytokine production in experimental tuberculosis is very similar to the reported cytokine pattern induced by TF in other experimental models in mice and human diseases [4,29]. However, this TF treatment did not prevent disease reactivation, due that infected animals treated during six months with TF showed pneumonia and high CFU counts after one month of corticosterone administration in drinking water.

Although the source of TF, human or murine, was not critically important to produce benefits, our results clearly showed that the dose of TF is absolutely crucial to get a beneficial result. In fact, 0·1 U of mTF evoked 95% survival, whereas 0·01 U of hTF induced 100% mortality together with large pneumatic patches surrounded by numerous TNFα positive macrophages after 14 weeks of treatment. We have shown that TNFα is a significant cytokine related to necrosis induction in advanced tuberculosis when a mixed Th1/Th2 cytokine balance is produced [30,31]. Thus, it is possible that the high TF dose induced very high TNFα production inducing excessive inflammation, extensive lung consolidation, and necrosis leading to death. This striking difference has been observed also in human recipients [4]. Thus, TF treatment responses vary according to several factors, the most important are: the dose and potency of the TF preparation, the severity of
Thus, TF is not species specific but antigen specific [4]. Listeria monocytogenes showed limited ability to decrease lung that tuberculous mice treated with TF from animals infected with the disease, and the amount of the antigen burden [4]. The fact 222 that IFN$^\gamma$ in the control of tuberculosis, and the very efficient induction of this cytokine by TF, it is plausible to propose that a new useful determination could be the in vitro TF production by peripheral leucocytes from the patient after stimulation with different TF concentrations.

Since the introduction of an effective chemotherapy 50 years ago, the standard four and two drugs dosage combination must still be taken for six to nine months. With such a long regimen, there is a real challenge to control the rapid spread of tuberculous infection, the rise of drug-resistant strains, and the dangerous coinfection with HIV. Thus, it is quite important to implement new therapeutic schemes based on short chemotherapy courses. To this regard, our results clearly showed that one potential alternative is the use of TF as supplement of conventional chemotherapy. In fact, this combination induced a very rapid clearance of lung bacilli with quick elimination of pneumonia, so in only two weeks it was possible to induce bacterial sterilization of the lungs, whereas conventional chemotherapy alone needed two months. It seems that the direct toxic effect of the antibiotics against the bacilli, plus the strong stimulation of CMI by TF, produced a very efficient and synergistic therapeutic activity. Considering that TF is, in general innocuous due that its administration can produce lasting side-effects (only one reported case with transitory cerebrovascular accident), the use of TF for the treatment of tuberculosis, and the very efficient induc-tion frequency. In the past, several leucocytes migration inhibition test were used [32,33]. Considering the crucial role of IFN$^\gamma$ in the control of tuberculosis, and the very efficient induction of this cytokine by TF, it is plausible to propose that a new useful determination could be the in vitro IFN$^\gamma$ production by peripheral leucocytes from the patient after stimulation with different TF concentrations.

Many years ago, Lawrence [1] demonstrated that DTH responsiveness to tuberculin could be transferred by soluble extracts of leucocytes from 20 ml of blood and termed the factor responsible for this phenomenon ‘transfer factor’. For many years this observation was ignored, until 1970 when the use of TF started in primary immunodeficiencies [10]. Since then, TF has been used in many clinical trials monitoring its effects by tests of CMI, and several clinical and experimental studies have informed usefulness of TF in different diseases [4]. Unfortunately, because TF is a complex group of many low molecular weight proteins (more than 200), its precise molecular structure and mechanisms of action have not been elucidated yet, producing deep skepticism for its use in clinical practice. However, we believe that the use of specific TF as immunotherapy in the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis is quite valuable, but before its administration it is important to evaluate the specificity, potency, and the best dose, trying to individualize the treatment for each patient.
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